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Abstract
We propose and analyze a specific set of access rules, or “spec-

trum etiquette,” for the59-64 GHz unlicensed band to allow sys-
tems from different manufacturers with different physical and
medium-access control protocols to co-exist, sharing the large avail-
able bandwidth without interference. The proposed etiquette is
unique in that heterogeneous systems are able to co-exist with one
another, without monitoring the entire band, by means of trans-
missions over a common, narrow band control channel used to
establish collision-free transmission schedules over the channels
allocated for data transmission within the59-64 GHz band. Be-
cause no common physical layer can be assumed among different
systems, the control channel is needed for the systems to schedule
transmissions in the rest of the band, and the only means by which
systems can communicate with one another over the control chan-
nel is the duration of each others’ transmissions, which are per-
ceived only as noise. A transmission encoding is defined based on
this basic feedback to allow systems to ascertain which system can
use which data channel at which time without interference. Ana-
lytical and simulation results are presented showing that the pro-
posed etiquette is fair to all the co-existing systems, fully utilizes
the spectrum, provides bounded delays for data-channel acquisi-
tion time by any given system, and provides minimum channel-use
guarantees.

1 Introduction

In the U.S., the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) made
available6:2 GHz of spectrum and established technical rules that
permit the introduction and development of communications tech-
nologies in the millimeter wave frequency bands above40 GHz
[4]. Europe and Japan are also considering commercial uses of
millimeter wave technology.

The term ”millimeter wave” is taken from the fact that the
wavelength of radio signals between30 GHz and300 GHz ranges
from 10 millimeters down to1 millimeter. The FCC action makes
available three frequency bands:47:6-47:8 GHz,59-64 GHz, and
76-77 GHz, for unlicensed vehicle radar systems and general pur-
pose unlicensed devices. The59-64 GHz band was set aside as
a general unlicensed band. This is an unprecedented decision in
terms of bandwidth being made available and the lack of regula-
tory constraints.

The59-64 GHz band could be used for wide bandwidth com-
puter communication over point-to-point wireless links at data
speeds that may exceed5 Gbps. This would extend the data rates
currently available to a fixed user through fiber optic cable. How-
ever, equipment may not be operated on this band, until an eti-
quette has been defined for its use. In this context, an etiquette is
a specific set of access rules that permits multiple systems from
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different manufacturers to share the bandwidth without undue in-
terference, and without requiring the manufacturers to adhere to
the same medium-access control (MAC) or physical-layer (PHY)
communication protocols. Several companies, including Hewlett-
Packard, Apple, Sun, Motorola, Hughes Research, Eaton Division
of Cutler-Hammer, Rockwell International, and Metricom among
others, have begun defining a spectrum etiquette for sharing this
band [6]. The main challenge in the definition of such an etiquette
is the huge bandwidth that is being made available, which pre-
cludes systems from listening over the entire band to try to prevent
interference. According to the FCC regulations [4], within the59-
64 GHz band, the power density of any emission shall not exceed
9�W=cm2 at a distance of3 meters. The power density of any
emissions outside the59-64 GHz band must consist solely of spu-
rious emissions and must not exceed90pW=cm2 at a distance of
3 meters. The power measurements will be average measurements
based on a1 MHz bandwidth. Within this constraints, the etiquette
should fulfill the following requirements [4, 6]:

� The etiquette should provide a substantial reduction in the
probability of interference between co-existing systems.

� The etiquette should seek to promote realization of high-
speed communications while attempting not to foreclose low
speed communications.

� The etiquette should be flexible enough to allow as many
applications as possible to effectively co-exist in the band.

� The etiquette should not have a major negative impact on
the economic feasibility of systems.

� The etiquette should provide for the diverse needs of both
continuous-connection and burst-mode systems.

� In all portions of the band where etiquette applies, only one
etiquette should be used.

� The etiquette must be kept simple. To this end, effectiveness
may be traded off for simplicity. The etiquette must use as
few layers as possible in the standard OSI stack.

� The etiquette must promote efficient use of the spectrum.

� The etiquette must be open and non-proprietary, it must have
openly-available set of procedures.

In this paper, we propose a listen-before-transmit etiquette for
heterogeneous systems implementing different PHY and MAC pro-
tocols and based on power sensing over a control channel used to
schedule access to the rest of the band, which is partitioned into
data channels. Each system consists of any set of nodes using
the same PHY and MAC protocols, and two nodes from differ-
ent systems cannot decode one another’s transmissions in any data
channel of the band. Each data channel is meant to be used by an
individual system (i.e., two or more nodes using the same PHY and



MAC layers) on long-term and persistent basis. The control chan-
nel is used to exchange information about the band use activity in
the area. Prospective transmitters listen to the control channel to
get information about the data channels occupancy; this eliminates
the need to listen to the entire wide band.

The only means by which systems can exchange information
with one another over the control channel is the duration of each
others’ transmissions, which are perceived only as noise, and no
information is exchanged across systems over the data channels
defined in the band. A novel transmission encoding is defined
based on this basic control-channel feedback that allows systems
to ascertain which system can use which data channel at which
time, without interference.

The proposed etiquette is meant for assignment of data chan-
nels to systems, rather than individual stations. Hence, it makes
sense to have the data channels be of substantial width such as, for
example, to support OC3 rates. For the59-64 band, this means
that the number of data channels is around30.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the assumptions that we make for our model. Section 3
gives a detailed description of the control channel and the pro-
posed etiquette basic operation. Section 4 presents analytical and
simulation results showing that the proposed etiquette is fair for
all the co-existing systems, fully utilizes the spectrum, provides
bounded delays for data-channel acquisition time by any given
system, and provides minimum channel-use guarantees. The re-
sults show that the etiquette’s use of the available band approxi-
mates that of an optimal assignment of data channels to co-existing
systems. Section 5 offers our concluding remarks.

2 De�nitions and Assumptions

Throughout this paper, thebandfor which the proposed etiquette
is used is the59-64 GHz general unlicensed band. In our model,
the band is divided intos data channels(i.e., channels that are
used to transmit data once the channel has been acquired) and a
control channel(i.e., a small predefined portion of the band for the
exchange of scheduling information among the systems). In our
model, asystemis a collection of nodes sharing the same PHY-
and MAC-layer protocols. We make no assumptions on the way in
which a system allocates the data channels to its nodes or sched-
ules their use. However, we adopt a system-level approach in the
operation of the etiquette. More specifically, we assume that a sin-
gle station in a system is in charge of participating in the etiquette
activity in the control channel to obtain usage rights for data chan-
nels. We refer to this station as theetiquette designated station
(EDS). We note that the EDS for a system need not always be the
same i.e., a system can change its EDS at will. The idea of an EDS
is to ensure that every system is represented only once, so that sta-
tions from the same system do not compete in the control channel.
The EDS is also in charge of notifying the rest of the stations in
its own system about availability of data channels. The EDS is the
only node in the system that is allowed to send reservation signals
in the control channel, all other nodes in the system are only al-
lowed to send anecho, i.e., a response to such a reservation signal.

We assume that no information is exchanged among the sys-
tems over any of the data channels. Each system is fully inde-
pendent in that its PHY- and MAC-layer protocols which can be
completely different from any other system’s PHY/MAC layer.

A unique identifier (ID) is assigned to each EDS, which in prac-
tice could consist of three fields: the device’s FCC ID number; the
device’s serial number; and a user-definable field.

The control channel is organized inframes, each of which is
further divided intoperiodsmade up of several slots; the exact
structure of these is further discussed below. The numbers of data
channels is assumed to be predefined, and that number determines
the length of a frame in the control channel.

3 Etiquette Description

In general, the etiquette described in this paper can be defined as
a specific set of access rules that permits multiple systems with
different PHY and MAC protocols to compete for channel usage
one channel at a time on the59-64 GHz band.

A system cannot compete for a specific channel but rather for
whichever channel happens to be available next. A system cannot
target a specific channel but must use whichever channel it hap-
pens to acquire. The allocation of channels is done in order and a
system cannot compete for a second data channel, until all other
systems acquire their first data channel. A system may not be re-
moved from its current data channel if the number of systems is
smaller than the number of data channels. If there are more sys-
tems than data channels, then the system may be removed from
the data channel it has acquired.

Competition for a data channel is resolved by way of a collision-
resolution algorithm. This algorithm requires that the activity on
a channel (idle, success, collision) be known to the sender, but
the sender cannot determine this by itself. This is why we intro-
duce the echo mechanism; the EDS of a system transmits a control
packet in the control-channel period that can be understood only
by other stations of the same system, which can provide an echo;
other systems perceive this as noise, while the EDS understands
the signal.

Based on the channel organization assumptions described above,
the proposed etiquette operates over a control channel organized
into frames. The etiquette consists of framing mechanisms and
mechanisms for the reservation of data channels. All this is done
without having the system share a common PHY-layer protocol.

Framing is accomplished using the time of transmission as the
only feedback to systems. A frame in the control channel consists
of a framing signal followed by a sequence of channel-control pe-
riods. There is one channel-control period for each data channel,
and there is a unique predefined association between a channel-
control period and a data channel. The framing signal consists of
a transmission pattern guaranteed to differ from any pattern within
and across boundaries of channel-control periods.

The signaling used in each control period is based on the no-
tion that different systems can only detect signal duration from
one another (perceived as noise), while stations in the same sys-
tem can actually exchange data. Thus, the activity on the control
channel will be in the form of request-echo pairs. The EDS of a
system will transmit a certain information packet in the control-
channel period which will be understood only by other stations of
the same system, who could provide and echo. Other systems will
perceive this as noise. Of course, if more than a single EDS trans-
mit concurrently a collision occurs and everybody perceives this
as noise.

Data channels are reserved by means of requests made dynam-
ically by the EDS. Because such requests are made when stations
in a system require a data channel, requests from different systems
may occur at the same time. Although such collisions could be
resolved using a random backoff approach similar to what simple
MAC protocols do (e.g., ALOHA, CSMA), an etiquette based on
such an approach would not be stable and could not guarantee a
maximum delay for a system to acquire a data channel. Because
of the desirability of providing channel-assignment delay guaran-
tees, we designed our etiquette using a deterministic tree-splitting
collision resolution algorithm [2] tailored for the case in which the
number of systems competing for the available data channels is
finite.

Fig. 1 shows an example of an etiquette frame with three channel-
control periods suitable for a band with three data channels. Let�
be the maximum propagation time for systems in the band, and let
 be the duration of a reservation request (as well as the length of
an echo signal). We define� =  + � , which is the time required
for a transmitted signal to be received. As was indicated earlier
and as the Fig. 1 illustrates, the framing signal and channel-control
periods consists of slots of duration�.
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Figure 1: An example of an etiquette frame with three channel-control periods.

Because the collision resolution algorithm used to resolve chan-
nel requests can take multiple frames, the framing signal at the
beginning of each frame must also specify whether or not an un-
finished round of collision resolution is taking place in the present
frame. This informs EDS with new channel requests to wait until
the current round of requests is satisfied. In the proposed etiquette,
a framing signal consisting of four consecutive slots with jam-
ming (transmission of a signal by any of the systems), followed by
two idle slots indicates the beginning of anewcollision-resolution
round; This is the case shown in Fig. 1. A framing signal consist-
ing of three jamming slots followed by two idle slots indicates the
continuationof a collision-resolution round.

Each channel-control period consists of four slots. These four
slots are encoded to inform all systems of the availability, assign-
ment, or ongoing contention for the corresponding data channel.
The first two slots of the channel-control period are control slots
used by systems to indicate current ownership of, or a request for
the corresponding data channel. The last two slots of a channel-
control period are echo slots used to provide feedback.

3.1 Initializing Frames

Let s be the number of data channels defined on the band. If a
system wishes to use one of the data channels its EDS first listens
to the activity on the control channel. If the channel is idle for at
least4s� seconds (wheres is the number of data channels in the
band) plus the duration of a framing signal, the EDS will send a
framing signal of duration4� followed by two idle slots (2�). This
determines the beginning of a new reservation frame as well as a
new collision-resolution round. Each EDS requesting the use of a
channel sends a request signal of size within the first slot of the
four slots associated with the respective channel-control period.
The request signal is followed by an idle period of size�. If the
request was the only one, the intended receiver within the same
system will understand the signal and send an echo signal back.
For all the other systems in the network this request signal is noise,
therefore, they will not send an echo signal.

We denote by< abcd > the encoding used in any given channel-
control period, where a,b,c and d are0 or 1, depending on whether
the corresponding slot is silent (idle) or there is a signal from at
least one system. In terms of this notation, a station must listen for
< 111100 > to detect a new frame that does not have an ongoing
round of request resolution. The signal< 11100 > indicates that
the frame has an ongoing resolution round and the station must
refrain from requesting a channel.

Note that because any two EDSs are within� seconds of one
another, and because the encoding used in the channel-control pe-
riods prohibits four or three consecutive jamming slots, all active
EDSs detect the beginning of the frame at the end of last jamming
slot sent by any such station for framing purposes. Also note that
a station must listen for an entire frame duration before attempting

to request any channel. This implies that a station knows the state
of the band assignment when it makes its request.

3.2 Signaling in the Channel-Control Period

Each station requesting the use of the channel sends a request sig-
nal of size within the first slot of the four slots assigned to the
respective channel-control period. The request signal is always
followed by an idle period of size�. If only one system requested
the channel, one or multiple receivers within the same system un-
derstand the signal and one of them send an echo signal back in the
third slot of the channel-control period. For all the other systems,
the request signal appears as noise for which they do not send an
echo signal. This case corresponds, therefore, to an encoding of
< 1010 > in the channel-control period of the channel. If the
request was unsuccessful due to a collision of multiple requests,
no station will understand the request and consequently none will
respond in the echo slot. This results in a channel control period
of < 1000 >. A channel-control period with an empty signal
< 0000 > corresponds to an unused data channel.

We have seen that a successful request for a channel is en-
coded by< 1010 >, an unsuccessful request for the channel is
< 1000 > and an empty channel by< 0000 >. It is clear that,
because a station in a system needs feedback within its own sys-
tem, a period must include at least two slots, one for a request and
one for the echo to the request. The reason why four slots are used
to encode each channel-control period is that a system must also
convey the following additional information:

� The code< 0010 > is used to signal that the corresponding
data channel is busy but was not the last data channel in
the band to be reserved. This is important in the collision
resolution algorithm as described later.

� The code< 0001 > signals that the corresponding data
channel is busy and it was the last data channel in the band to
be reserved. Other EDSs will attempt to reserve data chan-
nels starting with the next data channel in the band. This
code tells EDSs wishing to request a channel to start their
bids on the next channel. As soon as a new last data channel
is reserved the EDS changes the code from< 0001 > to
< 0010 > in the next frame.

In addition, because of the need to guarantee uniqueness of
the framing signal, no sequence of channel-control periods may
contain a code of< 1111 >, < 1110 >, or< 0111 > which are
prefixes of framing signals. This is achieved by having the second
slot of a channel-control period always be 0.

Once a system acquires a channel it can keep using it as long
as it needs it or until it is challenged by another system. A sys-
tem that has acquired a channel must send an echo signal in each
subsequent frame to ensure the continuing use of such channel. If



no echo signal is sent other systems are free to make use of the
data channel. If the current system is challenged by a new system,
the new system sends a request signal. The old system notices
the request signal, i.e., it is aware of a signal in the request slot,
and refrains from emitting an echo signal. Since the new system
understands the request signal and such signal was not interfered
by the old system, an echo signal reserving the channel is trans-
mitted. If two or more systems send a request signal within the
same slot, none of the systems will understand it, therefore, no
echo will be sent. Each system involved in the collision will se-
lect a new channel among the free channels. If all the channels
are busy, the system must select randomly among one of the busy
channel-control periods.

3.3 Resolving Channel Requests Conicts

Because a single EDS in each system interacts with EDSs from
other systems, we describe how channel requests are resolved by
referring to a system making the request, rather than the EDSs.

In the proposed etiquette, a system that requires access to a
data channel listens to the control channel for an entire frame to
ascertain the state of the band, i.e., which data channels are free,
whether there is an ongoing resolution of channel requests, and
which was the last data channel to be assigned.

Each system is assigned a unique identifier, and maintains a
stack, and two variables (LowID andHiID). LowID is ini-
tially the lowest ID andHiID the highest ID given to any system.
Together, they constitute the allowed ID interval that can attempt
to reserve a channel. If the ID of a system is not within the allowed
interval, it cannot request a channel. The stack is simply a storage
mechanism for ID intervals that are waiting to get permission to
request a channel.

Initially, all channels are free and there is no activity in the
control channel or in the channels corresponding to each channel-
control period.

When a passive system requires a channel, it first listens to the
control channel. When the framing signal is detected, it listens for
the entire frame, and records the state of each of thes channels. If
the control channel is idle (i.e., no framing signal is found) for a
period equivalent to the size of a frame (4s�+4�+2� seconds) the
system transmits a framing signal. The framing signal determines
the beginning of the frame.

When a system attempting to reserve a channel detects that
there is an unfinished round of channel request resolution, which
is detected when the framing signal is< 11100 >, the system
waits until it reads an entire frame starting with a framing signal
< 111100 > indicating that the prior channel allocation requests
have been resolved. Starting with the first channel-control period,
all systems wishing to acquire a channel transmit a request signal
in the first slot (the request slot) of the first channel-control pe-
riod leaving the next slot idle. The sender then waits and listens
to the channel for one slot for an echo signal. An echo signal is
transmitted by one or multiple stations in the same system only if
the request signal is heard free from errors. This is the case if the
system is the only one that transmitted a request signal. If noise
is detected in the request slot the echo slot is left idle. An empty
echo slot is interpreted by the requesting systems as a collision of
channel requests.

If an echo signal is received, the system acquires the channel
and begins transmitting its data in the corresponding data channel.
The system has unlimited use of the band, until it is challenged by
another system or until it does not need the channel anymore, after
which the system releases the channel by stopping the transmis-
sion of request and echo signals. As long as a system maintains
access to a data channel, it transmits the code< 0010 > in the
corresponding control period of each frame if the data channel was
not the last channel assigned during the last resolution round, and
transmits the code< 0001 > otherwise. This permits all systems
that need access to a new data channel to begin their requests with
the next unused data channel following the data channel with a

control period having a code of< 0001 >. An unused data chan-
nel is one for which its control period had a code of< 0000 >
(empty) or< 1000 > (a collision of two or more requests and no
current system in the channel) in the previous frame.

If the sender of a request signal does not receive an echo dur-
ing the echo slot, the sender and all other systems participating in
the etiquette know that a collision of requests has occurred. As
soon as the first collision takes place, every system divides the ID
interval (LowID;HiID) into two ID intervals. The first ID in-
terval is (LowID;LowID + dHiID+LowID

2
e � 1), which we

will call the backoff ID interval, while the second ID interval is
(LowID+ dHiID+LowID

2
e; HiID) and is called the allowed ID

interval. Each system updates the stack by executing a PUSH stack
command, where the key being pushed is the backoff ID interval.
After this is done, the system updatesLowID andHiID with the
values from the allowed ID interval. This procedure is repeated
each time a collision is detected.

Only those systems that were involved in the first collision are
allowed into the collision-resolution phase. All other systems are
in REMOTE state and simply keep track of the state for each chan-
nel, as well as the allowed ID interval and the backoff ID interval.
A system remain in REMOTE state remains in this state until all
collisions are resolved from the previous round.

Collision resolution of requests evolves in terms of collision-
resolution intervals, of which there are three cases: idle (i.e., code
< 0000 >), success (i.e., code< 1010 >), or collision inter-
val (i.e., code< 1000 >). In the first interval of the collision-
resolution phase all systems in the allowed ID interval that are in
the REQUEST state try to retransmit a request signal. If none
of the systems within this ID interval request the channel (i.e.,
code< 0000 >), a new update of the stack and of the variables
LowID andHiID is due. Each system executes a POP com-
mand in the stack. This new ID interval now becomes the new
HiID andLowID. The same procedure takes place if, during
the first collision-resolution interval, only one system is request-
ing the channel; the originator receives the echo signal (i.e., the
code< 1010 > occurs) and the system begins transmission in the
assigned channel. The third case of a collision-resolution inter-
val is for multiple systems to request the same channel, causing
a collision (i.e., code< 1000 >). The systems in the allowed ID
interval are once more split into two new ID intervals and the stack
as well as the variables for each system is updated.

The etiquette repeats the above steps, until all the requests have
been resolved. Notice that, as soon as the backoff stack becomes
empty and there are no values in the allowed interval, all systems
know that all the collisions of channel requests have been resolved
for the of requests resolution and a new round can start, if there
are systems that require data channels.

3.4 Example of the Etiquette's Operation

We illustrate the etiquette’s operation using a simple example (see
Fig. 2) with four systems labeledn00, n01, n10, andn11, and three
channel-control periods per frame, labeleds1, s2 and s3. The
framing signals (i.e.,< 111100 > and< 11100 >) are omit-
ted for simplicity and we consider one round of collision resolu-
tion. We also assume that once a data channel is busy it remains
busy until it is challenge by another system. Because the exam-
ple assumes the beginning of a new request-resolution round, the
backoff stack is empty and the allowed ID interval contains all the
systems in the network, i.e., the allowed ID interval is(n00; n11)
(Step 0 in Fig. 2).

At the end of the previous request-resolution round in the ex-
ample, systemsn11 andn10 have acquired channelss3 ands1 re-
spectively (Step 0 in Fig. 2). Based on the state of the channels, all
systems know that the channels1 was the last data channel in the
band to be reserved (code< 0010 >), while channels3 was busy
but was not the last data channel in the band to be reserved (code
< 0010 >). If all channels are busy, the next contention channel is
the next data channel after the channel with code< 0001 >. On
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Figure 2: An etiquette’s operation for four systems with three channel-control periods. The state of the last round is illustrated in step 0;
systemsn11 andn10 have acquired two out of the three available channels; systemsn00 andn01 request a channel in the next round.

the other hand, if there are data channels that are not currently
busy (code< 0000 >) or with an unsuccessful request (code
< 1000 >), the next contention will be done in the next empty
or unsuccessful request channel following the data channel with
code< 0001 >. Therefore, the next contention in our example
occurs in channels2.

After the framing signal< 111100 > is transmitted by all the
active participating systems, all systems notice the beginning of a
new request-resolution round. Systemn11 continues sending the
echo signal ins1 (code< 0001 >), indicating that the channel
is still in use. Systemsn00 andn01 use channels2 to request a
data channel since both are in the allowed ID interval. Although
systemsn10 andn11 are within the allowed interval they do not
participate in the contention of channels2 because they already
have acquired a data channel. The first collision in channels2
occurs (Step 1 in Fig. 2) with systemsn00 andn01 each sending
a request signal. If the request was unsuccessful due to a colli-
sion of multiple request, no feedback exists (i.e., corresponding to
code< 1000 >); the backup stack and the allowed ID interval
are updated. Systemsn00 andn01 are members of the backoff
ID interval; therefore, they both are on hold, they must wait until
the collisions in the allowed ID interval are resolved. In the next
frame, systemsn10 andn11 are allowed to request data channel
s2. Finally, the unsuccessful request in channels2 is followed by
an echo signal from systemn10 (code< 0010 >) in channels3,
terminating the first frame.

The second frame is initiated with the signal< 11100 > trans-
mitted by all the active participating systems. Systemn11 contin-
ues sending the echo signal in the first channel-control periods1
(code< 0001 >). In the next channel-control period,s2, an idle
period occurs (code< 0000 >, see Step 2 in Fig. 2), because sys-
temsn10 andn11 are in the allowed ID interval but do not need
to request the channel. At the end of the channel-control period,
all systems notice that the code was< 0000 >, which means that
there were no collisions; accordingly, the systems in the system
must update their intervals and the stack. They execute a POP-
stack command and the new allowed interval is(n00; n01) (Step 2
in Fig. 2). The idle channel-control period for channels2 is fol-
lowed by an echo signal from systemn10 (code< 0010 >) in the
s3 channel-control period, terminating the second frame.

The third frame is initiated with the framing signal< 11100 >
transmitted by all the active participating systems. Systemn11
continues sending the echo signal in the first channel-control pe-
riod s1 (code< 0001 >). In the second channel-control period
both systemsn00 andn01 transmit an echo signal (Step 3 in Fig. 2)
and another collision occurs. Because a collision occurred, the al-
lowed ID interval is split, i.e., systemn01 is within the allowed

interval while then00 system must wait, its interval is the top of
the stack. The third frame terminates with systemn10 sending the
echo signal in the third channel-control periods3.

The fourth frame is initiated with the signal< 11100 > trans-
mitted by all the active participating systems. Systemn11 contin-
ues sending the echo signal in the first channel-control periods1
(code< 0001 >). Since in the second channel-control period only
one system is is in the allowed ID interval, systemn01 acquires
channels2 (code< 1010 > in Step 4 in Fig. 2). At the end of
the channel-control period the systems do an update, i.e., a POP-
stack command. Systemn00 is the new allowed ID interval and
the backup stack is empty. The fourth frame terminates with sys-
temn10 sending an echo signal in the third channel-control period
s3. All three channels are busy, therefore, the next contention is
done in the channel-control period following the code< 1010 >.
In the example the contention is continued ins3 becauses2 was
the last busy data channel to be reserved.

The fifth frame is initiated with the framing signal< 11100 >.
Systemn11 continues sending the echo signal in the first channel-
control periods1. Becauses1 is no longer the last data channel to
be reserved the code< 0001 > is replaced by the code< 0010 >.
In the second channel-control period systemn01 sends the echo
signal< 0001 > instead of code< 1010 >. In the third channel-
control period Systemn00 can request and acquire data channel
(Step 5 in Fig. 2). At the end of the third channel-control period
the systems do an update, i.e., a POP-stack command. Both the
backup stack and the allowed ID interval are empty. The termi-
nation of the collision-resolution phase is determined by an empty
stack and an empty allowed ID interval. The systems empty their
stacks and update the allowed ID interval permitting all systems to
contend in the next request-resolution round.

4 Etiquette Performance

In this section we show that the performance of the proposed eti-
quette approaches that of an optimal assignment of channels to
systems from the standpoint of data channel utilization. We obtain
a lower bound on the etiquette’s throughput. We begin our analysis
by finding the average number of steps required untilm channel
request are resolved. A step is define as a channel control period
(idle, success, collision) and has the length of4�. We then derive
the throughput of any given system.



4.1 Average Number of Request-Resolution Steps

Let there ben systems in the network, each with a distinct ID and
m � n of the systems request one data channel each. The total
number of data channels available iss and are assume empty, i.e.,
unused. Allm systems compete for the first channel and sequen-
tially continue in the next data-control period as describe in the
example in Section 3.4, until all them requests are resolved.

Theorem 1 Let there bem > 1 requests for channel assignment
fromm distinct systems (one request per system) and let there be
n >= m maximum number total systems, then the average num-
ber of steps required until allm channels requests are resolved
is

T (n;m) =

�X
i=�

�
�

m�i

��
�

i

�
�
n

m

� �
T (�;m� i) + T (�; i) + 1

�
(1)

where

� = dn=2e; � = n� � = n� dn=2e

� =

n
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m� � if m > �

� =

n
m if m � �
� if m > �

Proof: We define a step as a channel control period of size4�. It
is trivial that for alln � 1, T (n; 0) andT (n; 1) equal1, i.e., we
need in each of these cases one step. If we have in total two sys-
tems and both send a request signal within the same request slot,
the average number of steps isT (2; 2) = 3, one for the collision
and two for the two successful request/echo exchanges.

With this initial conditions and following the tree-splitting al-
gorithm we are in a position to find the average number of steps
for T (3; 2). Sincem = 2 we have to split the three total num-
ber of systems (n = 3) into two splits� = 2 and� = 1 re-
spectively. Therefore, we can either have2 systems requesting a
channel in the�-split and none in the�-split; or 1 system in the
�-split and1 in the�-split. The probability that2 systems request-
ing a channel are in the�-split while the remaining0 requesting
systems are in the�-split is given byP f(2 2 �) ^ (0 2 �)g =

(
2

2)(
1

0)

(
3

2)
and the probability that1 systems requesting a channel is

in the�-split and1 requesting systems is in the�-split is given

by P f(1 2 �) ^ (0 2 �)g =
(
2

1)(
1

1)

(
3

2)
. For each of these cases the

probability of the split must be multiply by the average number of
steps for the right split plus the average number of steps for the left
split plus one step for the root of both splits. Therefore,

T (3; 2) =
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We assume that, for all� and�, the average number of steps
T (�;m) andT (�;m) are known. Ifn is even,� = � =

n

2
; oth-

erwise,� = �� 1. The probability thatm� i systems requesting
a channel are in the�-split while the remainingi requesting sys-
tems are in the�-split is given byP f(m� i 2 �) ^ (i 2 �)g =

(
�

m�i)(
�
i)

(
n
m)

. Therefore, the average number of steps for this spe-

cific split, i.e.,m � i systems in the�-split andi systems in the
�-split is equal to the average number of steps for the�-split,
plus the average number of steps for the�-split, plus one step for
the root of both splits, times the probability of such a split, i.e.,
(

�
m�i)(

�
i)

(
n
m)

�
T (�;m� i) + T (�; i) + 1

�
.

For the average number of steps,T (n;m), we need to consider
the cost as well as the probability of each of the possible�- and
�-splits. Therefore,
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There are three possible�-� combinations. First, ifm � �
andm � �, then� = 0 and� = m. In the second case,m � �
and� < m; therefore,� = 0, while � = �. Finally, if m is
greater than both� and�, then� = m� � and� = �. Note that
the parameterm cannot be> � and� � at the same time because
� � �; accordingly, this case is excluded. The sum of the average
number of steps for each of the possible splits yields Eq (1).

Theorem 2 Starting withs empty channels andm out of then
total number systems requesting the use of a channel, the total
number of channel-control periods required until thekth success-
ful request/echo signal exchange is

T (n;m; k) =
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Proof: It can clearly be seen that if allk successes are within the
�-split the steps in the�-split can be dropped altogether. There-
fore, if we stop the recursion in Eq. (1) as soon as thekth success-
ful request/echo signal exchange is achieved, than Eq. (1) can be
rewritten as Eq. (4).

If we setk = 1 in Eq. (4) we get the average number of steps
up to the first successful request/echo exchange.
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According to the etiquette, if all thes channels are busy, each
of them original systems requesting a channel contend in the same
channel-control period. The collision-resolution steps are exe-
cuted in each consecutive channel control period allocating chan-
nels as the resolution progresses; therefore, the number of channel
control periods needed until allm systems are allocated a channel
is given by Eq. (1).

4.2 Etiquette's Throughput

We define the average throughput of a data channel in the band as

S =
tin

tin + tout
(6)

wheretin is the average busy period for any given system, i.e., the
amount of time during which the system is using the channel to



transmit data.tout is the average acquisition delay, i.e., the average
interval between two consecutive busy periods.tin can also be
visualized as the average duration a system spends in a channel
before it is forced to release the channel, andtout is the access
delay or the average duration that it takes a system to acquire a
channel.

We will first assume a network withs data channels andn total
number of systems, out of whichm systems compete to acquire a
channel. We assume that a system can at most acquire one channel
at any given time. In the first part of the analysis we are interested
in knowing the average number of frames required until alls chan-
nels are being use if we havem new systems trying to acquire a
data channel for the case that we start with alls channels free of
users.

For all n � m � k � 1, Theorem 2 determines the aver-
age number of stepsT (n;m; k) required for up tok successful
request/echo exchanges, while Theorem 1 determines the average
number of stepsT (n;m) required until allm collisions are re-
solved. Therefore, because there ares steps per frame, the average
number of framesF(n;m; s) required until allm systems are as-
signed a channel is

F(n;m; s) = dT (n;m)=se if m � s (7)

We can compareF(n;m; s) to the optimal case in which all
m systems are assignedm channels in exactlym steps. The op-
timal case assumes that there are only successful request/echo ex-
changes. Therefore, the total number of frames required for the
optimal case is

F(n;m; s) = dm=se if m � s (8)

Fig. 3 shows the results for the analysis as well as the simula-
tion. In the simulation, the total number of systems in the network
(n) was set to100 and the number of channels (s) was set to30.
Starting withs empty channelsm random systems requested a
data channel. For eachm, 100 trials were simulated, each with
m different systems requesting a data channel. For each trial we
kept track of: (a) the acquisition delay, i.e., the time (measured
in frames) required for each requesting system to acquire a data
channel; (b) the busy period, i.e., the time a given system uses the
data channel before it releases the channel; and (c) the throughput,
i.e., the ratio of time the given system is busy versus the total time.

As shown in Fig. 3, the proposed etiquette requires twice the
number of frames compared to the optimal etiquette. The optimal
etiquette would allocate the request in a strictly linear number of
steps. It is a theoretical lower bound and represents the best possi-
ble performance.

In the second part of the analysis we are interested in finding
bounds on the delays for data-channel acquisition by any given
system. We assumem + s systems competing fors channels at
any given time. Systems that loose their channel wait until the
end of the current collision-resolution round and try again in the
next collision-resolution round. As soon as the collision-resolution
round is over all the systems that lost their channels compete for
a spot. We assume that in every collision-resolution round all the
s channels are being used and thatm systems compete to acquire
a channel, i.e., in each collision-resolution roundm new systems
enter replacingm old systems. The old systems contend for a
channel in the next collision resolution round according to the eti-
quette rules.

Let x denote the number of full collision-resolution rounds
from the time a system acquires a channel until it looses the chan-
nel, andk an integer from1 to m denoting the request/echo ex-
change in which the given system acquires the channel. There
can be at mostm request/echo exchanges per collision-resolution
round, andk0 denotes the number of successful request/echo ex-
changes in the last collision-resolution round before a given sys-
tem looses the channel. Let us also definetin as the average time
any given system uses a channel before it must release it, i.e., the

average busy period. The throughput of any given system is ob-
tained directly from the following two theorems.

Theorem 3 For m + s systems in a network the average busy
period for any given system given thatm � s is

tin =
1

m

mX
k=1

(1 + x)T (n;m)� T (n;m; k) + T (n;m; k
0

) (9)

Proof: Assume that all thes channels are busy and a given sys-
tem acquires a channel at thekth successful request/echo exchange
within a collision-resolution round of lengthT (n;m) steps. If
m � s, s successful request/echo exchanges must take place
before the system entering atkth success must give up the re-
served channel. This is true since the collision-resolution algo-
rithm persists in the same channel until a success is achieve mov-
ing to the next channel-control period. Therefore, at the end of
the first collision-resolution roundT (n;m)� T (n;m; k) frames
later we have hatm � k new systems acquiring a channel, i.e.,
we still haves � m + k systems requesting a channel before
the kth system has to release the channel. Therefore, there are
x = d(s+k�m�1)=me collision-resolution rounds in between
the first round (when the given system acquired a channel) and the
last collision-resolution round (when the given system looses the
channel).k0 is deterministic and is a function ofk ands. It can be
express ask0

= s+ k � (1 + x)m. Therefore, for a givenk, tin
can be written as

tin = (T (n;m)� T (n;m; k)) + xT (n;m) + T (n;m; k
0

) (10)

The value fortin can be found by averaging over all the possi-
blek values which is given by Eq. (9).

Eq. (9) is bounded by

(1 + x)T (n;m) � T (n;m;m) + T (n;m; 1) � tin

� (1 + x)T (n;m)� T (n;m; 1) + T (n;m;m)

(11)

In Fig. 6 the average busy periodtin measure in frames is plot-
ted.

Theorem 4 For m+ s systems the average interval between two
busy periods for any given system given thatm � s is bounded by

T (n;m; 1) + 1 � tout � 2T (n;m)� T (n;m; 1) + 1 (12)

wheretUBout = 2T (n;m)� T (n;m; 1) + 1 s the upper bound for
the average interval between busy periods.

Proof: Assume that after thekth successful request/echo exchange
within a collision-resolution round the given system looses the
channel. The given system must wait until the end of the collision-
resolution round before it can make a request, i.e., it must wait
T (n;m) � T (n;m; k) frames. In the next collision-resolution
round the given system will acquire a channel, wherek0 can range
from1 tom. An extra frame must be added since once a successful
request/echo exchange has taken the given system must wait un-
til the end of the frame before sending its data using the channel.
Therefore,

tout = T (n;m)� T (n;m; k) + T (n;m; k
0

) + 1 (13)

The lower bound can be found by settingk = m andk0
= 1.

Respectively, the upper bound can be found ifk = 1 andk0
= m
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are set in the above equation. Therefore,tout is bounded according
to Eq. (12).

In Fig. 5 the acquisition delaytout measure in frames is plotted.
Giventin in Theorem 3,tUBout in Theorem 4 form+ s systems in
a network andm � s, the throughput for any given system is
bounded by

S �
tin

tin + tLB
out

(14)

Fig. 4 shows simulation results and the bounds for the throughput.

5 Conclusion

We have proposed a specific set of access rules (“Spectrum Eti-
quette”) for the general59 � 59:05 GHz band. The proposed
etiquette permits heterogeneous systems to co-exist with one an-
other by means of transmissions over a control channel used to
establish collision-free transmission schedules over the channels
allocated for data transmission within the59-64 GHz band. The
etiquette consists of framing and signaling rules that allow systems
with different PHY protocol layers to communicate, and a request
resolution algorithm that assigns data channels to systems with a
performance that is closed to optimum under any load of channel
assignment request.
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